HUM 2230: Review Test 5
War, Existentialism, Abstraction and Pop Art
Dr Evans

PART I: LISTING

Characteristics of Abstract & Non-Objective art
Characteristics of Environmental Art
Characteristics of Pop Art
Kinds of Pop Art
Characteristics of Post-Modern music

PART II: IDENTIFICATION: Know meaning

Existentialism Hyper-realism
Pop Art Post-Modernism
Environmental Art Computopia
“The Other” Propaganda

PART III: ARTISTS AND IDEAS: know the major work or idea of each

Estes Pollock
Sartre Simone de Beauvoir
Warhol Rothko
Segal Kienholz
Lichtenstein Hanson
De Saint Phalle David Smith
Kandinsky Mondrian
Oldenburg T. S. Eliot
Dylan Thomas Lange
Strakhov